SILENT STEEL® MODEL 280 (380)
SILENT STEEL is the most famous name in heavy duty stage tracks. Model 280 steel (380 steel (aluminum available)) is used in the majority of stage installations with heavy weight curtains of almost any length and is particularly quiet in operation. Models 281(381) and 282(382) can be used for heavier curtains. They are essentially identical to Model 280(380) except Model 281(381) is equipped with neoprene-tired ball-bearing carriers and Model 282(382) is supplied with nylon tired ball-bearing carriers. Both systems are equipped with larger diameter floor and end pulleys.

MODEL 281 (381)
Model 281(381) features quiet and smooth operating No. 2849(BL) Neoprene Ball-Bearing Single Carriers and No. 2850(BL) Neoprene Ball-Bearing Master Carriers. No.2827 Rubber Spacers are used to reduce noise even further. With Model 281(381) Back Pack® tracks No. 2826 and No. 2827 Rubber Spacers are used.

MODEL 282 (382)
Model 282(382) features No. 2851(BL) Nylon Ball-Bearing Single Carriers and No. 2852(BL) Nylon Ball-Bearing Master Carriers. No. 2827 Rubber Spacer is used in place of No. 2825. No. 2863(BL) 5" Live End Pulley, No. 2864(BL) 5" Dead End Pulley and No. 2866(BL) 5" Adjustable Floor Pulley help in easing the operation of heavy curtains. With Model 282(382) Back Pack® tracks No.2826 and No. 2827 Rubber Spacers are used.

280(380) Series tracks cannot be curved.

NOTE: Component parts also available in black. Designated by [BL] after part number.